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Principal Creators: Jack L. Davis and John F. Cherry
Title: Nemea Valley Archaeological Project Archaeological Survey (NVAP-AS) Survey Records
Principal Dates: 1983, 1984-1989
Principal Language: English
Scope and Content: The Nemea Valley Archeological Project Archaeological Survey (NVAP-AS) was a multifaceted project organized in 1983 by James C. Wright and co-directed by John F. Cherry, Jack L. Davis, and Eleni Mantzourani. Conducted under the auspices of the American School of Classical Studies in Athens, the primary aim of the project was to investigate, document, and explain changes in the history of prehistoric and historic settlement and land use within approximately 80 square kilometers centered around the Nemea Valley. The project employed intensive archaeological surface survey techniques while investigating the surrounding natural environment.

Series (and subseries) in the Nemea Valley Archaeological Project Archaeological Survey (NVAP-AS) Survey Records include: Administrative Records and Correspondence (Series I containing permits and grants; correspondence; and survey accounts), Survey Records (Series II containing notebooks; forms; illustrative and photographic records; unpublished reports/records; and other survey records), Studies and Publications (Series III containing publication plans and assignments; original manuscripts submitted for publication; specialist studies; other records related to studies and publications), and Other Records (Series IV).

Access: The collection has been processed and is available only per written permission from the Director of Record of the NVAP-AS Survey. Please contact the archivist for further information.

Citation: University of Cincinnati, Archives and Special Collections of the Department of Classics, Nemea Valley Archaeological Project Archaeological Survey (NVAP-AS) Survey Records

Notes (2): This finding-aid was last edited in October 2016.

SERIES I: ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS AND CORRESPONDENCE

Subseries I.1: General Correspondence
(See Box 12)
Folder 02: Bob Sutton Correspondence and Printouts

SERIES II: SURVEY RECORDS

Subseries II.1: Notebooks
Field Diaries and Logs
**Box 01**
Binder 02: Delta Log (1985, photocopy)
Binder 03: Epsilon Log (1985, photocopy)
Binder 04: Eta Log (1985, photocopy)
Binder 05: Theta Log (1986, photocopy)
Binder 06: Kappa Log (1986, photocopy)
Binder 07: Lambda Log (1986, photocopy)
Binder 08: Omega Log (1989, photocopy)
Binder 09: Phlious Log (1986, photocopy)
Binder 10: Revisitation Log (photocopy)

**Subseries II.2: Forms**

*Site Summary Forms*

**Box 02**
Binder 01: Alpha Sites, Sites 1-7 (original)
Binder 02: Beta Sites, Sites 100-103 (original)
Binder 03: Gamma Sites, Sites 200-214 (original)
Binder 04: Sites 300-401 (photocopy)
Binder 05: Sites 402-507 (photocopy)
Binder 06: Sites 508-515 (photocopy)
Binder 07: Sites Phlious 600-805, 900-911 (photocopy)
Binder 08: Sites (Museum) 1-203 (photocopy)
Binder 09: Sites (Museum) 204-209 (photocopy)
Binder 10: Site Summary Forms 210-213 (photocopy)

*Tract Area Forms, Survey Flow Forms*

**Box 03**
Binder 01: Tracts Area I to I-35
Binder 02: Tracts Area I-40 to I-80
Binder 03: Tracts Area II-44 to III-100
Binder 04: Tracts Area IV-13 to V-79
Binder 05: Survey Flow Forms (for I-7 to V-79))
Binder 06: Survey Flow Forms (sites)
Binder 07: Site and Tract Forms + Pot ID Updates (1989)

*Ceramic Summary Forms, Other Studies, Photograph Information*

**Box 04**
Binder 01: Ceramic Summary Forms (Sites)
Binder 02: Ceramic Summery Forms – Catal. Pot. Forms (1989); Phlious 1989 Ceramic Summary Forms
Binder 03: Geophysical Survey
Binder 04: 1985 Enthno-Anthropology Logs
Binder 05: Photo Logbooks 1984-1986, 1989 (photocopy)
Binder 06: Photos and Drawing Lists, Museum Object Shots 1984, Drawings of Survey Objects (last two updated 1986)
Binder 07: Photo Proof Sheets
Binder 08: Color Slides (Rolls 50, 51, 54, 55 and #38.22 (all items sent to Bryn Mawr College for scanning February 2010)

Pottery Form Sheets, Manuscript, Inscription Cards

Box 05
Binder 01: Pottery Form Sheets (for most Survey Units) (originals and photocopies)
Box 01: Manuscript for Landscape Archaeology and the Medieval Countryside: Results of the Nemea Valley Archaeological Project
Box 02: Cards with Turkish Inscriptions

Original Sorted Tractant Slips

Box 06
Tractant Slips I-8-9 through I-60-13, II-44, III-62-12 through III-82-86, July 1986

Box 07
Tractant Slips I-6 through I-59, III-49 through III-100, IV-13 through IV-58, July-December 1985

Box 08
Slips IV-13-1, IV-22-63, V-56-2, V-76-38, July 1986

Original Unsorted Tractant Slips

Box 09
Box 01: Tractant Slips 1985
Box 02: Tractant Slips

Unsorted Object Forms

Box 10
Folder 01: Unsorted Object Forms
Folder 02: Unsorted Object Forms
Folder 03: Unsorted Object Forms
Folder 04: Unsorted Object Forms
Folder 05: Unsorted Object Forms

Box 11
Folder 01: Unsorted Object Forms
Folder 02: Unsorted Object Forms
Folder 03: Unsorted Object Forms

Subseries II.3: Illustration and Photograph Records
(See Box 12)
Folder 01: NVAP Photolog and Related Documents
SERIES III: MISCELLANEOUS

Box 12
Folder 01: NVAP Photolog and Related Documents
Folder 02: Bob Sutton Correspondence and Printouts
Folder 03: NVAP Site 1 (JLDK’s Notes)
Folder 04: Phliasia Inscriptions (photocopy)
Folder 05: Jack Davis’ NVAP Notes and other documents
Notepad 01: NVAP
Notepad 02: MH-LH
Notepad 03: Continuity of Occupation – Gross Statistics
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